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Abstract:

Due to the recent development of robotic techniques, cloth manipulation has become an important task. Stereo
matching forms a crucial part of the robotic vision and aims to derive the depth information from the image
pairs captured by the stereo cameras. However, processing high resolution images to capture sufficient details
meanwhile in real-time is very challenging. In addition to accelerating by current multi-core GPU infrastructure, in this work, we utilize foveated matching algorithm to improve the efficiency. To study the effect of
foveated matching algorithm on two common robotic manipulation tasks, cloth grasping and flattening, we
first create a “garment with wrinkle” dataset that includes depth map ground-truth for garments, which is to
our knowledge not available in the research community. Secondly, using this dataset, we found that foveated
matching is effective in trading off accuracy for efficiency for stereo matching. Finally, by assuming the
robotic behavior following previous work for both cloth grasping and flattening tasks, we demonstrate that
using foveated matching can achieve the same level of accuracy for completing both tasks with two to three
times of acceleration.

1

INTRODUCTION

Robotic cloth manipulation has become a research
area in recent years with various attempts being made
to enable a robot to grasp (Maitin-Shepard et al.,
2010; Ramisa et al., 2012), flatten (Sun et al., 2015;
Cusumano-Towner et al., 2011; Doumanoglou et al.,
2014), fold (Bersch et al., 2011; Van Den Berg et al.,
2011) or unfold (Willimon et al., 2011b) clothes with
wrinkles on them. One common challenge of all
those tasks is to develop a robotic vision system that
is able to perceive the clothes with sufficient detail, to allow the robotic components to manipulate
them (e.g. grasping the cloth wrinkles). One common
class of robotic vision system is constructed by two
cameras with depth information extracted by stereo
matching algorithms (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002).
However, the stereo matching task in this context
is quite challenging. Robotic vision requires accurate
depth output in a relatively short timespan in order to
perform cloth manipulations in real-time. For example, for the task of cloth flattening (Sun et al., 2015),
the robotic vision system needs to detect any wrinkles that are larger than 5mm in order to smooth the
wrinkles. High resolution images (16 mega pixels)
are captured to allow analysis of the garment’s surface. In these circumstances, where high resolution
images are required, stereo matching efficiency be-

comes a rate limiting factor. It was shown previously
that performing stereo matching on the Middlebury
high resolution full size images (around 6 mega pixels) (Scharstein et al., 2014) can cost almost around
30 seconds to finish one matching for most of the
proposed algorithms1 . Although there have been a
few attempts to utilize multi-core architectures such
as GPU or CPU to accelerate matching (Mei et al.,
2011; Xu et al., 2014; Xu and Cockshott, 2015), in
order to achieve the level of efficiency required, the
best performing techniques are still too slow for realtime use.
Rather than relying on faster computational hardware, another straightforward way to reduce computation time is to work with coarse resolution images but this restricts the acquisition of detailed information. A better solution, inspired by biological systems, is the use of eye movement together
with foveated retinas (Boyling and Siebert, 2000;
Bernardino and Santos-Victor, 2002). The visual system of amniotes has a space-variant nature where
the resolution is high on the fovea (the center of the
retina) and decreases gradually to the periphery of the
visual field. By moving the high resolution fovea we
get a detailed representations of our environment. A
few approaches have already been proposed to com1 http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3/.
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pute disparity maps for foveated active vision systems
using, for example, a foveated pyramid representation
(Boyling and Siebert, 2000) or a logmap based dense
representation (Bernardino and Santos-Victor, 2002).
These approaches can be referred as foveated stereo
matching.
In this work, we aim to evaluate the performance
of the pyramid-based foveated matching in terms of
both matching accuracy and efficiency, in the context
of robotic cloth manipulations. Specifically, we aim
to answer whether foveated matching can be used to
accelerate the job while being accurate enough, for
two robot cloth manipulation tasks: flattening and
grasping. We performed simulations of cloth wrinkles to obtain depth map ground-truths for accuracy
evaluation as, to our knowledge, no public testbed is
available for this purpose. Using the dataset and assuming (following previous work (Sun et al., 2015;
Ramisa et al., 2012; Maitin-Shepard et al., 2010)) the
required stereo matching accuracy and robotic behavior for the two tasks, we determine when foveated
matching is sufficient to accomplish the given task.
Specifically, we find that using foveated matching we
can achieve the same level of accuracy for both tasks
at two to three times the speed of the non-foveated
version. In addition, we compare foveated matching
with the simple solution of just utilizing low resolution images, in terms of the accuracy versus efficiency
trade off.

2

FOVEATED MATCHING
ALGORITHM

We implemented a parallel extension of Boyling’s
foveated pyramid matching algorithm (Boyling and
Siebert, 2000). Two image pyramids with gaussian
smoothing are first built for the input left and right
image. A correlation-based matching process described in (Xu et al., 2014) is computed at a low resolution to generate initial estimate for the disparity
and the initial disparity estimate from this scale is refined at higher resolutions until the target resolution
is achieved.
In this paper, as we descend the pyramid, the
correlation-based matching is performed until we
reach a particular level, which is called the foveated
level f ( for example f =3 in figure 1). Let us, for
the sake of argument, assume that the foveated level
is 400 by 300 pixels. Clearly, by the properties of an
image pyramid, this level contains information about
the whole scene but with reduced resolution. With the
standard pyramid matcher, the following level, called
level f − 1 ( f − 1=2 in figure 1), would be larger by a
658

Figure 1: Pyramid representation of stereo input image to
perform foveated matching at multiple scales.

√
factor of 2 on edge, giving a pyramid plane of 566
by 424. In the foveated matcher (Boyling and Siebert,
2000), we retain only a central block of the same size
as level f . The margins between this 400x300 block
and the 566x424 plane are simply discarded as shown
in figure 1. Clearly the 400x300 block in level f − 1
will only include information about the central part of
the scene in level f , but will contain this in more detail than in level f . The field of view shrinks but the
level of detail increases.
Suppose we have some matching algorithm M
which can be applied to a full resolution pyramid, then this same algorithm can be applied to
the foveated pyramid, except that with the foveated
case, it works on less data, because part of the image data has been discarded. In this paper, the
same correlation-based matching algorithm that was
used on the full resolution pyramid is applied to the
foveated image pyramid. This gives a stack of disparity maps for each level l ∈ 0.. f . This stack is the output. This stack of foveated matching disparity maps
contains less data than the normal pyramid of disparity maps. Suppose the original size image contains N
pixels, and
√ the pyramid’s scale factor for width and
length is 2, then the scale factor for image is 2. If
there is in total K levels for the pyramid and level F
is chosen to be the foveated level, then the sum of
pixel number processed for the normal pyramid (SNor )
could be calculated as
1
1
1
SNor = N + N + ( )2 N + · · · + ( )(F−1) N
2
2
2
1 (K−1)
+···+( )
N
2
1 − ( 12 )K
=N·
1 − ( 12 )

(1)

and the sum of pixel number processed for the
foveated pyramid (SFov ) is
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so the ratio of processed number of pixels between
those two methods can be calculated as
( 1 )F (F + 1) − ( 12 )K
SFov
= 2
SNor
1 − ( 12 )K

(3)

The ratio SFov /SNor for the example in figure 1 is 0.47,
which means more than half of the data has been discarded. If the pyramid level increases to for example
14 levels, and we choose level 5 as foveated level,
then the ratio will be 0.19, which decreases the data
size significantly for stereo matching process.
Another data representation is to post process the
stack of foveated disparity maps to generate the full
size disparity map of foveated matching, which has
the same size as the original input left and right images. This option makes it easier to compare the accuracy performance with the standard full field matcher,
so it is chosen for our experiments. The disparity map
of foveated level f ( f =3 as shown in Figure 2), is
expanded to the original resolution of the next level
f − 1. Pixels of the central area from f − 1 are superimposed on the centre of this expanded disparity
map, which is then expanded again. This process is
repeated until the highest resolution level is reached.
The result is an disparity map which contains high
resolution information in the central area and bordered by concentric areas of decreasing resolution information.
The disparity map thus obtained could be further converted to depth map using a simplified
least-square stereo triangulation routine (Hartley and
Sturm, 1997), given the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras. The depth map is necessary
because it can give a direct measure of how depth
changes in millimetres, rather than in pixels. This output depth map would have similar character as disparity map, which contains high resolution information
in the central area and bordered by concentric areas
of decreasing resolution information.

3

EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY

For robotic cloth manipulation, the scene being captured for the robotic vision system is a wrinkled

Figure 2: Structure of the foveated pyramid and a map of the
spatial resolution of a disparity map created by matching the
foveated pyramid.

garment placed on a table. Although there exist a
few garment related datasets (Aragon-Camarasa et al.,
2013), there is no existing dataset that contains stereo
garment images with depth ground truth. Therefore,
we first focus on generating a simulated dataset for
this purpose, described in section 3.1. Secondly, we
also utilize a set of evaluation metrics to measure
stereo matching effectiveness, both in terms of the
depth map and its effects on robotic manipulation
tasks, described in section 3.2.

3.1 Simulated Cloth Wrinkle Dataset
We generate a dataset to imitate the simplest case,
which is a cloth with one wrinkle on it. A pair of
real images with table covered by cloth (Figure 3) was
used to create the simulated dataset. The cloth is flat
and there is no visible wrinkle on the table area. To
generate the disparity map, the non-foveated matching algorithm is applied on the stereo images. Knowing the camera parameters, the corresponding depth
map from the left viewpoint could be generated (Hartley and Sturm, 1997) (Figure 3(c)). Notice that the
generated depth map is not the ground truth, but this
serves as the flattened plane for our wrinkle simulation, i.e. adding wrinkles to this depth map. To imitate
a “bell curve” shaped cloth wrinkle, in this work, we
simply use the Gaussian function for the simulation.
This simulated wrinkle is then added to the depth map
(Figure 3) in order to generate a simulated depth map
with one wrinkle on the cloth (Figure 4). When the
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are known2 ,
the 3D points from depth map could be projected to
the left and right camera view plane using a perspective transformation:
sx = PXw = A[R|t]Xw
(4)
or
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calibration and 3D reconstruction: http://docs.
opencv.org/modules/calib3d/doc/camera calibration and
3d reconstruction.html.
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(a) Left image
(b) Right image
(c) Depth map of left view
Figure 3: The image pair obtained from the stereo robotic camera with the corresponding depth map.

Figure 4: The depth map of simulated cloth wrinkles using
Gaussian function, simulating various cross section shapes.

where P is a projection matrix; A is a 3×3 matrix of
camera intrinsic parameters; Extrinsic parameters are
combined by 3×3 rotation matrix R and 3×1 translation matrix t; s is a skew parameter; (X,Y, Z) are the
coordinates of the 3D point in the world coordinate
space while (x, y) are the coordinates of the projection point in pixels. Knowing the projection positions
on the left and right view plane, the position difference is treated as the disparity map. By warping the
right image with disparity map, the left image could
be generated. The simulated depth map used to create the images can later be used as the ground truth
depth map. Three groups of wrinkles are simulated:
similar wrinkle curve (e.g. width 87 mm and height
84 mm), same width with different heights and same
height with different widths. We in total simulate nine
wrinkles (three for each group). Example of the cloth
wrinkle depth map is shown in Figure 4.

3.2

Evaluation Metrics

3.2.1

Stereo Matching Effectiveness

To evaluate the performance of stereo matching algorithm, one common technique is to compute error statistics with respect to ground truth data (Barron et al., 1994). Normally the quality of disparity map are measured using two general approaches,
percentage of bad matching pixels and root mean
square(RMS) error (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002).
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However, this is not sufficient to understand the effect
of matching algorithm on robotic manipulation tasks,
because the robot needs to know the depth of view in
millimetres, in order to decide for example where to
grasp. So rather than measuring the disparity map, we
choose to evaluate the depth map in order to gain insight with respect to measures that are more related to
and interpretable in terms of, the robot manipulation
tasks.
RMS error (ERMS ) between the computed depth
map dC (x, y) and the ground truth depth map dT (x, y)
is used to measure the effectiveness:
1
1
ERMS = ( ∑ |dC (x, y) − dT (x, y)|2 ) 2
(6)
N (x,y)
upon which N is the total number of pixels.
Depending on the area where we calculate ERMS
upon, we can obtain different insights on the stereo
matching performance. Since our work mainly focuses on recognizing wrinkles for robotic manipulation tasks, we are mostly interested in the performance within the wrinkle area and the wrinkle ridge.
The wrinkle area is the area of the entire wrinkle that
corresponds to the wrinkle width and length we simulated. The wrinkle ridge only focuses on the wrinkle
ridge points (highest points) and its small surrounding
area (± 3 pixels).
3.2.2

Robotic Manipulation Tasks

Our ultimate goal is to evaluate the effect of foveated
stereo matching on the precision of various robotic
manipulation tasks. The most straightforward way to
evaluate this is to plug the different foveated matching of various levels (with different accuracy and efficiency) into the robotic system and then track the
manipulation task performance. Although this provides the real effects of stereo matching on robotic
manipulations, it is time-consuming to conduct this
evaluation with lots of garment images. In addition,
when evaluating stereo matching, we may also need
to take other factors that may affect the robotic performance (such as camera calibration errors) into account. Therefore, as our first step, this paper fo-
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cuses on simulating this evaluation. Specifically, we
conduct the simulation by assuming the relationships
(following previous work) between the stereo matching and two robotic manipulation tasks, i.e. grasping and flattening. We leave the work of conducting
this evaluation on real robotic manipulations in future
work.
For a given version of the foveated stereo matching, by having several trials on multiple cloth images
with different wrinkles in our datasets, we are able to
track the failure rate (FR) of the robotic manipulation
(1 − precision), i.e. out of how many trials (number of
stereo image pairs in our dataset in this case) the given
foveated stereo matching can fail the robotic manipulation task given the assumptions we made (as described below).
FR =

1
∑ f ailure(i)
N i∈I
N

(7)

where N is the number of trials, IN is the set of stereo
image pairs in our dataset and f ailure(i) is the indicator function representing whether a given trial for
the image pair i is a failure. Next, we describe below how we define this f ailure(i) function for both
cloth grasping and flattening tasks respectively in our
simulation.
For the cloth grasping task, a graspable point
is selected based on depth information. The most
commonly used way to ensure that a point is graspable is by selecting the one that maximizes height
(Maitin-Shepard et al., 2010; Willimon et al., 2011a;
Cutkosky, 2012; Ramisa et al., 2012). Therefore,
we make several assumptions on whether the robotic
gripper can succeed in grasping the cloth given the
estimated depth map: (1). the gripper can not grasp
the cloth if the vertical difference between the height
of the estimated highest depth point and the groundtruth height of the highest point is more than 10mm;
(2). the gripper can not grasp the cloth if the horizontal difference between the estimated highest point
and the ground-truth highest point is more than 5mm.
Only when both criteria are satisfied, is the robot able
to succeed in grasping the cloth. Since this setting can
vary across different robotic grippers or systems, we
therefore assume the more restrictive setting.
For the cloth flattening task, based on the average
of manually flattened garment examples performed by
a human, it has been shown that (Sun et al., 2015) if
the detected wrinkles are less than 5mm, the garment
is deemed to be flattened. Therefore, we assume that
the stereo matching is required to at least achieve the
RMS below 5mm on the wrinkle ridges in order to
recognize small wrinkles of around 5mm whilst not
falsely recognizing plane areas as wrinkles.

4

EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments are implemented in the following
ways. The resolution of the stereo image pairs used in
our work is fairly large, i.e. we utilize 16 Mega (4928
× 3264) pixel colour
√ images. The subsample factor of
image pyramid is 2 in linear dimensions, and in total we utilize 14 levels for the pyramid. The foveated
matching algorithm is implemented using a 4-core Intel Core i5-2400, 3.1 GHZ computer. The GPU is a
GeForce GTX770 graphics card with 4GB of memory
from NVIDIA. We used the CUDA (Compute Unified
Device Architecture) technique from NVIDIA Corporation for implementation on the GPU.

4.1 Evaluating Matching Effectiveness
To evaluate how effectiveness (accuracy) of the depth
map changes with the foveation level, in this section,
we rate the foveated stereo matching in terms of both
the wrinkle area and the wrinkle ridge (defined in sec
3.2.1). Note that when the foveated level is selected to
be 1, the effectiveness of the foveated matching is the
same as the one applying non-foveated matching algorithm. In this experiment, for the sake of simplicity
and clarity, we choose to only perform on a wrinkle of
87 mm width and 84 mm height we simulated (as we
found similar results for other simulated wrinkles).
4.1.1

Wrinkle Area Evaluation

Figure 5(a) presents the RMS evaluation results of the
foveated matching algorithm applied to full size images for each selected foveated level within the wrinkle area. As for foveated matching (see Figure 2),
since the depth map contains its finest information in
the central area and more coarse information in the
border area, we therefore report three different performance aspects. “Fov boundary area” only considers points that contain coarsest wrinkle information
while “Fov central area” focuses on the evaluation of
central points only that contain finest wrinkle information. “Fov expectation” represents the mathematical expectation of the performance over the whole
wrinkle.
Comparing those three aspects, not surprisingly,
we observe that for the foveated matching algorithm
at various levels, the central area can always achieve
very high accuracy, with RMS always below 5mm
in the wrinkle area. As the foveated level increases,
the RMS error on the coarsest level of the foveated
matcher (“Fov boundary area”) increases dramatically. This trend is not so significant when the
foveated level increases from 1 to 7 and the RMS error is relatively stable and still always below 5mm.
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Table 1: Mapping between each foveation level to the image resolution.
Foveated Level
Height
Width

1
4928
3264

2
3485
2308

3
2464
1632

4
1742
1154

5
1232
816

6
871
577

7
616
408

8
436
288

9
308
204

10
218
144

11
154
102

12
109
72

13
77
51

14
54
36

(a) Accuracy evaluation of foveated matching algorithm ap- (b) Efficiency and accuracy comparison between two strategies
plied to full size images.

(Foveated & Low resolution matching).

Figure 5: Accuracy and efficiency performance on foveated stereo matching on wrinkle area.

(a) Performance for different foveated levels.
(b) Performance for different image size levels.
Figure 6: Accuracy performance with different foveated/ image size level along with the wrinkle ridge.

However, for the foveation above 10 levels, the RMS
error increases rapidly (varying from around 20mm
to 40mm). The “Fov expectation” follows the similar
trend. This suggests that foveated matching with 10
and more levels according to our settings is definitely
not recommended for accuracy.
As we mentioned, applying foveated matching algorithm on stereo images is not the only way to improve the efficiency as the most straightforward approach is using smaller resolution images, then conducting standard (i.e. non-foveated) stereo matching.
In order to have fair comparison between the two
strategies, the original size (4928 × 3264 pixels)
√
image is continually subsampled by a factor of 2
in linear dimensions, to build image pairs of different resolutions, following the 14-level image pyramid
strategy. Table 1 presents the mapping between the
foveation level to the image resolution. Note that for
each level, the image resolution (size) corresponds to
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coarsest (boundary) image resolution within the given
foveated level.
Therefore, non-foveated matching algorithm
(i.e. foveated stereo matching algorithm assuming
foveation level is 1) is applied on image pairs of
different resolutions (“Sub Image”) and the effectiveness performance is shown in Figure 5(b), in
comparison with “Fov expectation”. We also report
the efficiency results. Note that the images of different resolutions is obtained by subsampling from the
original stereo images with Gaussian smoothing to
attenuate high frequency noises. In terms of matching
effectiveness, we can observe that the performance
curve of “Sub Image” shows the trend that when the
image size decreases, the RMS error of depth map
increases. It is clear that “Sub image” always has
larger error than “Fov expectation” for all different
foveation level (or image resolution) while it has
comparable performance with “Fov boundary area”.
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With respect to efficiency, “Time sub” is the corresponding efficiency for the matching with different
image resolutions while “Time Fov” is the efficiency
trend for foveated matching process. We can observe
that comparing two efficiency curve, it indicates that
“Time Sub” decreases faster than “Time Fov” while
“Time Fov” can reach the maximum efficiency of
around 1 second. This is because the input images for
foveated matching algorithm are all full size images
(16 mega pixels), therefore part of the process could
not be accelerated, e.g. integrating stack of disparity
maps into full size disparity map, reading and writing
full size image data between CPU and GPU, etc.
Decreasing the foveated matching base image to
smaller resolution (e.g. 4 mega pixels) can reduce the
converging efficiency (time) meanwhile still achieve
better accuracy performance than simply matching
using images of low resolution.
4.1.2

Wrinkle Ridge Evaluation

In the above experiments, RMS error is used to evaluate the depth map accuracy, however, this only shows
the average performance for all points in the specified
wrinkle area. It is hard to know whether the ridge has
been preserved well. In this section, only points close
to the ridge are taken into consideration. Since our
simulated wrinkle is placed vertically along the table,
as shown in Figure 4, for all the depth map points on
the ridge, the X coordinates are all the same. So we
only need to present the depth performance along the
Y-axis (on the table area, ranged from 733 to 2790
pixels). The results are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6(a) presents the results of foveated stereo
matching on different foveated levels (1, 4, 7, 8, 10)
on the wrinkle ridge. The figure demonstrates that the
error is usually small in the central area but larger in
the borders. This is because central area contains finer
information than borders. We can observe that almost
all the points from foveated level 1 and 4 are less than
5 mm, while about 55% of points from level 10 do not
meet this. For foveation level 7, 4.8% of the points
have an error larger than 5 mm while most of these
points are close to border of the wrinkle. We also notice that the distribution of RMS error in figure 6(a)
is not symmetric, because the fovea of our algorithm
focuses on the center of the image, rather than the central of the table. Therefore, when comparing performance surrounding the central Y coordinate, which is
1632, the RMS error is roughly symmetric.
For the same wrinkle, ridge performance is also
evaluated for the non-foveated matching algorithm on
images of different resolutions in Figure 6(b). The
RMS error of depth map for level 3 (2464x1632 pixels) are all below 5 mm while the RMS error of a

Figure 7: Accuracy performance (failure rate) of two
robotic manipulation tasks (cloth grasping and flattening)
and matching efficiency given various foveation levels.

small part of level 4 depth map is sharp and nonneglectable. Compared to the performance on the corresponding foveated level shown in Figure 6(a), the
performance on the wrinkle ridge is worse for lower
resolution (such as 7 and 10) while the RMS is generally above 5 to 10mm. This demonstrate that applying foveated matching can achieve better effectiveness than simply applying non-foveated matching on
low resolution images.

4.2 Effects of Foveated Matching to
Robotic Cloth Manipulation
In this section, we aim to evaluate the effect of
foveated stereo matching on the final robot manipulation task. Figure 7 presents the results on the failure rate (1 − precision) of robotic manipulation for
both cloth grasping and flattening tasks for various
foveated levels. Y-axis is the failure rate of the given
robotic manipulation task for the cloth images with
different wrinkles and the x-axis is the foveation level.
Details on the assumptions made for the robotic manipulation task and how we obtain the failure rate are
given in section 3.2.2.
We can observe that, to achieve better than 80%
flattening task completion (i.e. less than 20% failure
rate), requires a foveation level < 5. With respect
to cloth grasping, this requires a foveation level < 7
to achieve at least 80% task completion. This is not
surprising. It implies that the flattening task is generally more difficult than the grasping task, and thus
requires lower levels of foveation (more accurate representation) in order to finish the task. This further
justifies our choices of assumptions made for the two
tasks. From the efficiency perspective, this shows that
by using foveation to achieve the same level of accuracy for completing the robotic cloth flattening and
grasping tasks, we can reduce the running time by approximately two and three times.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we evaluate the performance of a
pyramid-based foveated matcher in terms of both accuracy and efficiency, in the context of robotic cloth
manipulations. By conducting simulations of cloth
wrinkles we obtained depth map ground-truths for
our evaluation. Using this simulated dataset, we
found that foveated matching is effective in trading
off accuracy for efficiency for stereo matching performance. In addition, by assuming the robotic behavior described in prior work, we found that the use of
foveation can allow high accuracy for robotic cloth
flattening and grasping tasks with a two to three fold
speed gain.
Note that our work has several limitations: firstly,
we assume that there is only one wrinkle on the cloth.
Secondly, we assume a certain stereo matching accuracy is required to achieve the robotic manipulation
tasks. This might vary according to different cloth
materials, wrinkle properties, etc. We leave the work
of dealing with more real cloth wrinkles with real
robotic manipulations (various tasks) as future work.
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